The Ichingness of Bernstein
Introduction
Conceptually blending Bernstein with the I Ching initially sounds like intellectual
onanism, and to be honest, there is an enjoyable element of truth to this. What
other purpose could this ancient well spring of Chinese culture and philosophy
serve for Bernstein’s key concepts of Classification and Framing? Two very
useful purposes, it turns out: firstly it shows us how to work with Bernstein’s
concepts in a pedagogically useful and visually striking way; secondly his
concepts jump out at us anew because of the odd angle of view, producing
specific innovations to how Classification and Framing work.
Lets start with Bernstein’s matheme:

You could ironically observe, like Leclaire did of Lacan’s use of mathemes, that
the attempt to turn core ideas into formulae is basically ‘graffiti’ with some
pedagogic purchase (Macey, 1994, xxxii). Lacan was understandably kinder on
his own symbolic creations and hoped that mathemes provided a clear and
explicit way to grasp difficult conceptual relationships. Bernstein, I suspect,
hoped for the same with the above matheme that sets out, in condensed form, 16
384 possible Orientations to meaning based on the strength (+) or weakness (–)
of Classification and Framing variables in their internal relations and external
relations. Why 16 384 code modalities?
At its simplest, Classification has three basic variables:
1. strength of boundary between everyday and specialised (inter-discursive);
2. strength of boundary between specialisations (inter-disciplinary);
3. strength of boundary between parts inside a specialisation (intradisciplinary);
Framing has four basic variables:
1. Who has control over selection;
2. Who has control over sequencing;
3. Who has control over pacing;
4. Who has control over evaluation.
This gives us 7 basic variables that can either be strong (+) or weak (–). In effect
we have a simple equation (2 to the power of 7) giving us 128 possible
classification/framing modalities. This jumps quickly to 16 384 modalities when
you include internal (i) and external (e) relations, because you have 128 internal
modal possibilities intersecting with 128 external modal possibilities (128 X 128
= 16 384).

This either produces a smile or a look of horror in my students, both of which
give me pleasure for some strange reason. It’s a massive set of possibilities to
work with, especially when its not just numbers but a qualitative world of
educational meaning that is being referred to. Given that Bernstein wished to
‘stand on the shoulders of giants’ as one of his best readers puts it (Muller 2007),
is there any historical tradition we can turn to that has worked out how to deal
with this kind of complexity in a manageable way? It turns out that the Book of
Changes or I Ching has functioned with a very similar matheme over the last two
millennia, and – as one would hope with two thousand years of experimentation
and consolidation – has produced clear and explicit operating rules that
everyone can understand and use.
The most basic relationship unit of the I Ching is Yang/Yin – the relationship
between a creative and receptive principle – with Yang being represented by a
solid line (–) and Yin by an open line (--). This correlates with (and also
challenges) Bernstein’s strong (+) and weak (–) boundaries. Generically put, both
the I Ching and C/F relations work with a binary system. This gives our first
productive comparative space:
solid/open : strong/weak
The I Ching stacks three lines on top of each other, each of which can be either
open (--) or solid (–), producing eight possible combinations (2 to the power of
3).

Each of these eight trigrams has a specific name and operating logic based on the
relationships produced by the way the three lines interact with each other. If we
take Bernstein’s concept of Classification and note that it has three variables

(everyday/specialised; specialized/specialized; and inside specialisation) each of
which can have strong or weak boundaries, then we have our second productive
comparative space:
eight I Ching trigrams : eight classification trigrams
The I Ching stacks two trigrams together producing a hexagram of six stacked
lines. This produces 26 or 64 possible combinations. We can visualise the
combinatorial set like this:i

Bernstein adds Framing relationships to Classification relationships in a related
way, except he works with four framing variables, not three. Note that I have
excluded hierarchical framing relations between teacher and student for
simplicity’s sake. Instead of a hexagram (3 + 3), we have a septagram (3 + 4).

Rather than the 64 hexagrams of the I Ching, we have 128 septagrams of
Classification and Framing relationships. This gives us our third productive
comparative space:
64 I Ching hexagrams : 128 C/F septagrams
Up until this point the comparative spaces have been structurally obvious, even
if the Bernsteinian and I Ching traditions are far apart in many other ways. But
when we consider that the I Ching works with moving lines that shift from Yin to
Yang, and from Yang to Yin, then we enter into more interesting territory where
the comparison between the I Ching and Classification/Framing modalities starts
to throw up possibilities not considered before. The lines of the I Ching are
always in movement. A young line is still growing into itself, and this gives an
impression of stability, as it is strengthening into own character, either as Yin or
Yang. An old line is changing into its opposite: either as a solid line starting to
open out; or as an open line beginning to solidify. This is symbolized as follows:
Young yang (solid) –
Young yin (open) -Old Yang (solid line opening) –o–
Old Yin (open line solidifying) -xThere is not an equivalent conceptual language for this in Classification/Framing
boundary strengths. The tendency has rather been to work with gradations of
boundary strength when doing education analysis. A classification boundary can
either be very strong (++), fairly strong (+) fairly weak (-) or very weak (--).
There is also a possibility that it is a mixture of strong and weak at the same time
(+-). This gives our fourth productive comparative space:
– / –o– / -- / -x- : ++ / + / +- / - / -Bernstein’s matheme has internal (i) and external (e) dimensions of C/F
relations. A very similar dynamic is found in the I Ching where the bottom
trigram refers to the inner and the top trigram refers to the outer. The difference
is that the doubling of the trigrams (2 to the power of 3) produces 64 modalities,

whereas the doubling of internal and external C/F relations (2 to the power of 7)
produces 16384 modalities. This gives us out fifth productive comparative space:
inner/outer : internal/external
Its a strange thing, to find such resonant links between two vastly different
conceptual spaces, but before we get into the meat of comparison and
integration, allow me to sketch out the method I am using to perform the
association.
Methodology: Conceptual Blending
Gilles Fauconnier and Mark Turner (2002) are responsible for the instrument
used in this comparison. Both work in the fertile lands between Cognitive
Linguistics and Cognitive Science and have developed a flexible instrument that
works with the fluidity and creativity of our mental processes in a rigourous
manner. They explicitly articulate the base logic of blending processes between
two input spaces. What happens when a boundary is crossed between conceptual
spaces and links are made is their basic question and it is this aspect of their work
that I pick up on, rather than their speculations about how our minds really
work.
The tool of Conceptual Blending becomes useful as soon as two boundaries rub
up against each other. Openings between the two spaces become possible.

This gives us the elementary engine of the tool: two input spaces and cross
space mappings or links that are selectively projected across to each other. In the
introduction I pointed to five possible cross space mappings between input
space 1 (I Ching) and input space 2 (C/F relations):
Input 1 (I Ching)

Input 2 (C/F relations)

solid/open
eight I Ching trigrams
64 I Ching hexagrams
– / –o– / -- / -xinner/outer

strong/weak
eight classification trigrams
128 C/F septagrams
++ / + / +- / - / -internal/external

The connections between the two spaces immediately raises the question of
what is it in the connection that is similar. This forces a third space to appear
that works with generic similarity, of what it is inside the link that both spaces
hold in common. For example, the generic similarity between solid/open lines
and strong/weak boundaries is that both have a binary structure; with the eight I
Ching and Classification trigrams it is that each have placed three binary
variables in relation. As useful as this third space is, it does not tell you anything
more. Where all the action happens is in a fourth space where the particularities
of the connections and non connections play out, producing a blend that has
elements of both and something new as well. We can represent the four
conceptual spaces (input space 1, input space 2, generic space, blend) in the
following elegant way:

Note that some of the connections work really well and hold throughout all four
spaces – like the trigram connection; others are directly imported from one
space into the blend – like the moving lines of the I Ching that don’t have an
equivalent in C/F relations.ii
When working with the two input spaces (that produce both a generic and
blended space) it is possible to make one of the input spaces dominant and use it
as a template to read the other. In much of what follows it is the I Ching input
space that is dominant and forces its operating logics onto Bernstein’s C/F

relations. I do this to see what peculiar effects are generated for C/F relations. If
the C/F input space was made dominant, we would get an interesting version of
the I Ching, but would reproduce C/F relations much as they are currently are,
losing an opportunity to push Bernstein into stranger waters.

Starting in the middle – I Ching Trigrams : Classification Trigrams
Lets start with the second productive comparative space as it gives the bestcondensed snapshot of the I Ching combining with Bernstein. Starting in the
middle of things gives us a mid sized object that catches key logics, rather than
an internal focus on the smallest process or a massive expansion to the biggest
whole. The eight I Ching trigrams symbolise different processes, rhythms, and
relationships. There are interesting in their own right (see Wilhelm p l-li for brief
synopsis) but in terms of a productive comparative space it raises the question of
what the eight basic Classification relationships are based on its three variables
having strong and weak boundary possibilities.

These three particular classification variables have a distinct pattern that works
from general to specific. The first boundary between everyday and specialized
(inter-discursive) is the broadest possible distinction. The second boundary line
works only within the specialization part of the first distinction and
distinguishes between different specializations (inter-disciplinary). The third
boundary line works only within one of the specializations and focuses on its
internal lines (intra-disciplinary). It is an elegant combinatorial set.

I don’t know of a discussion in Bernstein that specifically focuses only on these
eight classification possibilities in their own terms.iii If we take the trigram logic
seriously and try to think through what the eight classification relationship sets
are within curriculum, purely in their own relational terms, something like this
comes forward:
trigram
–
–
–
-–
–
–
-–

descriptors
Separated specialized
knowledge, separate
subjects, separation
within subjects
Separated specialized
knowledge, separated
subjects, integrated
within subject
Separated specialized
knowledge, integrated
between subjects,
separation within

manifestation
Separated
specialized
subjects

identity
Taxonomist
(Carl Linneaus)

activity
Singular
detachment

synthetic problem
in specialized
subject

Virtuoso
(Emile
Durkheim)

Specialized
subject
synthesis

Different subject
correlate subject
matter to build
associations and

Coincidentalist
(Jacques Lacan) Resonant
detachment

–
–
---–
-–
-–
---

----

subject
Integration with
everyday, separated
subjects, separation
within subjects
Separated specialized
knowledge integrated
between and within
subject
integration with
everyday, separated
subjects, integration
within subjects
Integration with
everyday, integrated
between subjects,
separation within
subject
Integration with
everyday, different
subjects, and inside
subject

links
Specialized
subject used on
complex lived
problem
Integral approach
to knowledge

Pragmatist
Intelligent
(Charles
practice
Sanders Peirce)
Synergist
(Hegel)

Unified vision

Problem based
curriculum within
a specific subject

Experimenter
(John Dewey)

Specialized
problematic

Specialized
elements of
different subjects
blended to solve
complex lived
problem
Complex and real
issue that has
multifaceted
elements

Polymath
(Goethe)

Transdisciplinarity

Anarchist
(William
Godwin)

Continual
creation

The conceptual blending of Bernstein and the I Ching produces this effect by
holding the I Ching conceptual space as dominant and projecting the
Classification logic onto it, and then filling in the lines as it were.

All eight classification possibilities have empirical potentialities, although these
can initially be hard to see.
Trigram – – – is pure collection code, with clear specialized subjects existing
independently of each other, each with their own sub sections clearly marked
out. It’s a dissectors dream; each boundary line clearly cut out and isolated.
Trigram – – -- keeps the specialization strongly intact, but asks a synthetic
question deep inside itself that involves an integration of its specialized elements
into a whole. Trigram – -- – keeps the interior content of each specialization
independent, but works on ensuring that there are resonances between the two
separate subject contents. I used this classification set as a history teacher when
I got together with the English teacher and we ensured that each of our subjects
dealt with the First World War at the same time, me by doing the History, her by
doing Wilfred Owen’s poetry. She had to do his poems as a part of her syllabus
anyway, as I did with the First World War, but we got the two subjects to
integrate together for a while, even though we kept the sections subject specific.
Trigram -- –– expresses a situation where subject specializations are kept intact
but turn towards everyday issues, either to improve initial understanding or to
work with applications that have a practical bearing.

These four trigrams naturally form a subset with predominantly strong lines;
what Bernstein refers to as a collection code. All that I did was systematically
weaken one line at a time of the pure collection code trigram. We can follow the
same logic for the integration code, starting with a pure integration code trigram
and strengthening each one of its lines separately.
Trigram -- -- -- is a pure integration code, where relevant issues emerge from a
blending of everyday and specialized zones in creative ways. Rather than
subjects you have complex issues that demand an integrated approach to solve
their multi dimensional problem spaces. Trigram -- -- – is an interesting case
where sections of specialised subject knowledge from different subjects are used
to work on a complex real life issue. It’s an integrated form of transdisciplinarity, where highly specialized elements combine together to solve a
multifaceted lived problematic. At its best, polymathic tendencies are demanded,
at its worst dilatant dabbling results. Post moderns would probably resonate.
Trigram -- – -- catches a curriculum situation where a specific and clearly
marked off subject uses a lived/practical problem as its working unit that
demands various parts of the subject to be integrated together to solve it. We are
familiar with this in various versions of problem based learning within specific
specializations like Medicine or Engineering. Finally, we have Trigram – -- -which strongly separates the everyday from the specialized but then has an
integral approach to knowledge, often resulting in massive syntheses of all
subjects into one whole, where an attempt is made to produce an overarching
knowledge vision, something like Hegel’s Phenomenology of Spirit or Bergson’s
Creative Evolution.
Once you get a sense of how these 8 classification trigrams work inside
themselves based on the core relationships between the three variables, the next
step the I Ching forces on the Classification set is that of change. The I Ching
works with ebb and flow. What is rising will fall and what falls will rise again.
What was light slips into shade and what was shaded comes into light. This is
simply captured with the notion of a moving line. What is solid is either growing
into its solidity as a young line, or becoming open as it ages. What is open is
either growing into its openness as a young line or becoming solid as it ages.
Young yang (solid) –
Young yin (open) -Old Yang (solid line opening) –o–
Old Yin (open line solidifying) -xWe can make sense of this by using an example. Finland is currently famous for
its spectacularly open educational system where the curriculum is only broadly
sketched out by the Department and teachers get together to decide and plan
what they are going to teach and how they are going to do it (Voogt and
Kasurinen, 2003). Go back forty years in Finland and you will find that the
Department was strictly defining what was in the curriculum as a whole and
each subject in particular (Välijärvi, J., Linnakylä, P., Kupari, P., Reinikainen, P.,
Arffman, I., 2002). Over forty years the manner in which the Finnish Department
of Education worked with Classification has moved from solid to open. No line is

ever stable, it is moving all the time, with stability just being one form of
movement that is very hard to hold. This is built into the very fabric of the
classification set. If you take the most solid trigram of the set (the taxonomist)
with all its clear and precise distinctions, what this clarity of line enables is an
ability to compare it to other parts of its own specialization, with other
specializations, and with everyday applications. The very solidity of the line
enables its opening outwards. We can see the same logic of movement holding
with the radically open line set (the anarchist). We know as a matter of historical
record that anarchical revolutions produce dictators – that it is in anarchy that
you find one stable thing to hold onto, and that it becomes your master and kills
you or makes you stronger. Rousseau, to give a different example from the most
profound of romantics, sought out what it meant to be the freest of men, and
found that it lay in accepting the yoke of necessity that comes from knowing how
to govern your own heart:
I would have wanted to live and die free, that is to say, subject to the laws
in such wise that neither I nor anyone else could shake off their honorable
yoke (Discourse on the origin of inequality [1755] 1992 Hackett, Indiana
Translated by Donald A Cress p2).
True freedom lies in accepting the yoke of virtue. The continual movement of
lines gives us some descriptive purchase on the seeming continual shift between
the progressives and traditionalists in America, where, at its peak, the
progressive wave suddenly come crashing down only to be followed by a
formalist wave that does the same thing. Much can be learnt by sitting on the
beach of history and watching wave after wave rise and fall as the tides ebb and
flow. Become a specialist of movement, not in its mass forms where strong
becomes weak and weak strong, but with subtle variations. Vary one line at a
time. Ask what happens when the Co-incidentalist (like Lacan) becomes a
synergist (like Deleuze) or a polymath (like Zizek) or a taxonomist (like J. A
Miller). Practice holding the options together, where combinations get crazy, like
in Medicine, where taxonomic subjects like anatomy and physiology are either
kept separate and taught independently (like Cambridge) or integrated together
with all sorts of other subjects to solve complex case studies (like Maastricht) or
start off separated and end off integrated (like John Hopkins), with each of these
institutions on particular trajectories that are themselves changing. If the I Ching
offers Bernstein only one insight it can work with, it is the moving line. It justifies
us changing Bernstein’s matheme from

to

where the ° and × refer to a strong line becoming weak and a weak line
becoming strong respectively.iv

Third Productive comparative spaces – hexagram : septagram
Early in the I Ching’s history, experimentation started with placing one trigram
on top of another, making the bottom trigram deal with the inner world and the
top trigram deal with the outer world, and very quickly the logical combinations
were worked out, resulting in 64 hexagrams. I don’t want to go into a detailed
hermeneutics of the I Ching in its own terms but a quick foray into the meaning
of each of the six lines will help our comparison with Bernstein.

The bottom line refers to the outside world intersecting with the interior
boundary of the individual through the senses; the second line refers to the
individuals responsibility to understand the life that is present to them; the third
line refers to your attitude towards your inner world as a whole and this then
shifts outward; in line four this inner attitude manifests in how you control your
body; in line five a more synthetic control over your body and mind is reached
with soul; and finally in line six you have a result that your whole being responds

to and implements in the world. These six lines are very different to
Classification and Framing, but there are some similarities at a structural pattern
level. Bernstein is clear that Classification and Framing do very different things,
so by creating a C/F septagram we are combining two different logics together.
Classification draws boundaries between contexts and thus enables recognition
of what the different spaces are. Framing works within these boundaries and
focuses on the relationships internal to the spaces created by Classification. It is
clear that Classification is the more fundamental term – it outlines the spaces
Framing works within; so not only is Classification very different to Framing, it is
also hierarchically prior and primary.

This means that the actual nature of the strong and weak lines in Classification
and Framing are very different. Strong and weak classification lines refer to the
power to distinguish between contexts; strong and weak framing lines refer to
the communication relationships going on within these boundaries. This
juxtaposition of ‘what’ with ‘how’, of ‘between’ and ‘within’, of ‘power to make
boundaries’ with ‘control of relationships within the boundaries’ has proved
very productive. Bernstein’s septagram has two different parts that, when
combined together, produce a powerful analytic effect. The I Ching works very
differently with its hexagram but it has a similar structural logic where the upper
and lower trigrams perform two different functions, that, when held together,
produce a more complex analytic effect.
We have to be very careful at this point, because Bernstein also has internal and
external dimensions to C/F relations, and this resonates far more strongly with
the way the inner and outer trigrams of the I Ching work. If the I Ching combines

two trigrams together in their inner and outer forms then Bernstein combines
two septagrams together in the internal and external forms.

This is a far more resonant comparison, as with both Bernstein and the I Ching
there is a doubling of a similar set of relations by giving their internal and
external forms. In no way is there a similar doubling of Classification over into
Framing. Classification is not the external manifestation of an internal Framing
logic. Classification and Framing have very different operating principles, where
Classification refers to strong and weak powers to draw boundaries, and
Framing refers to the control relationships within these boundaries.
Put differently, the actual nature of the open (yin) and solid (yang) lines is kept
consistent throughout the hexagram, all that differs is their outward and inner
manifestation. The I Ching subscribes to an essential vital energy that runs
through all of existence – qi – with yin and yang being the complimentary
opposites of this flowing dynamic whole. Yin is softer, more open, receptive and
yielding, slower and more diffuse whereas Yang is harder, solid, decisive, faster
and more focused. Spinning out of these complimentary opposites are inner and
outer manifestations of this basic energy. With Classification and Framing we do
not have the same energy at the heart of each of their functionings –
classification works with power; framing works with control.
I don’t think it is a productive question to ask if Education has some vital force
running through it, like a Greek ‘pneuma’, a Christian ‘Holy Spirit’, an Indian
‘prana’, or an early scientific ‘ether’. It takes us backwards into a vitalist
substance, something which Cassirer has shown us how to avoid. Bernstein is
not a vitalist, he learnt his Cassirer really well, and instead works in a relational
space that produces effects, rather than an essential energy that takes different
forms. Education is produced by a set of boundary relations, not by some
essential form that can take on different shapes and forms. But seeing as we are
using the I Ching as the dominant input space lets try and push its logic onto C/F
relationships by asking if, deep inside the different ways Classification and

Framing work, there is not something similar in their functioning? And if we
cannot find it in some mysterious energy that pervades the universe, maybe we
can find it in something else, maybe its in the way boundaries work in both
Classification and Framing relationships, seeing as, with both, we signify their
boundaries as strong or weak.
It’s not simple to decide whether a line opens out or closes down. As soon as you
look into the nature of the separation or integration you find that there are
particular bonds producing the effect of separation or integration. It’s like taking
a microscope and looking inside something you took to be simply open or closed
and finding all sorts of operations inside of it. Just so with strong and weak
boundaries – look inside the boundary itself and little filaments of resonant
connections and separations jump out at you in all their glorious complexity. And
what you took to be different kinds of strong and weak lines – some working
with power, others working with control – perhaps they actually work with the
same logic deep inside, either receptive and open or decisive and determined.
Maybe the little filaments are the same for strong or weak lines within both
Classification and Framing relations, forcing us to rethink how Framing is set up
in Bernstein. An example will help show us why.
Two learners want to know how long they have to do a reading task. The
teacher asks them both to read a paragraph and the one child reads much
faster than the other. She tells the faster child that he has ten minutes to
complete the task and the other child that he has twenty minutes.
Lets firstly use a framing logic. On the one hand she has allowed the speed with
which her learners can read to dictate how long the task should take (weak
framing of pacing), on the other hand she has been very strict in determining
how long each learner has (strong framing of pacing). She seems to have handed
over control of pacing to her learners by allowing the pace they can learn at to
dictate the time given, but on the other hand she is still strictly determining the
actual time each learner has.
It’s like the story of the man walking down a country road and asking a farmer
how long it will take to get to the nearest town. The farmer doesn’t answer, just
looks at him and then gestures him to carry on walking. Rather upset the man
walks off. After 50 paces the farmer suddenly yells out ‘About 15 minutes!’ The
man turns around in surprise and asks in a confused voice ‘Why didn’t you tell
me when I asked you?’ ‘Well’, the farmer replies with a smile, ‘I needed to see
how fast you could walk.’
The key point is that the teacher does not ever lose control over the pacing.
Bernstein deeply understood this and consistently made the point that with
weak framing the teacher apparently hands over control but covertly keeps it.
It’s a clumsy description, because the focus should be on what happened to the
pacing boundary. It was never open to the children deciding how long they could
take with the reading task. It was never open ended. The teacher recognized the
different reading speeds and then produced a more complex strong pacing
response by differentiating between the two learners. Look deeply into the

strength or weakness of a pacing boundary, and its not firstly about ‘control’, its
about the pacing boundary being open ended or closed down. If each of the
children were given an open ended time period to complete the task then the
pacing line would have been open. Who is in control of the line folds into the
myriad complexities of holding one moment together with the next. In effect
what I am saying is ‘don’t focus on who is in control, focus on what happens to
the boundary, on whether it opens out in a receptive way or closes down with a
definite and decisive judgement. We can run this mantra through all four framing
relations:
With selection, its not firstly about who is in control of selection, but
about whether the selection boundary is open and inclusive or closed and
definite. With sequencing, its not firstly about who is in control of the
sequence, but about whether the sequence boundaries are open ended or
closed. With pacing, its not firstly about who is in control of pacing, but
about whether the pacing boundary is open ended or definitely set. With
evaluation, its not about who is in control of the evaluation but about
whether the evaluation boundary is open and receptive or closed and
definite.
Note that we are not talking about the type of selection, sequence, pace or
evaluation, only whether the boundary is open or closed. It’s not about whether
the pacing is fast or slow – it’s about whether it is open or closed. You can have
slow pacing that is closed and fast pacing that is open, where all that is
emphasised is speed rather than a definite time with the teacher saying ‘do it as
fast as you can’. It’s not about whether the sequence uses a content driven logic
or a connection driven logic – its about whether it is open or closed. Its not about
whether the selection works down from an objective or upwards from
particulars – its about whether they are open objectives/particulars or closed; its
not about whether the evaluation is formative or summative – its about whether
its open or closed. It’s possible, for example, to have set feedback and an open
summative exam (like the doctoral viva).
We can ask the same question of the Classification variables: is the boundary
between the everyday and specialized open or closed; is the boundary between
one specialization and another open or closed; is the boundary between different
parts of a specialization open or closed. What we now have are seven different
variables, all of which work with the same kind of open and closed boundary.
What happens if we hold onto this insight and attempt to characterize the 128
septagram possibilities in the same way we did the 8 trigrams for classification.
It’s a peculiar job of work that has a slight edge of madness attached to it, but lets
do it anyway. When working with the framing variables, we are not asking a
question about whether the teacher has control or has given some control to the
learner, but what is the relationship between different aspects of selection to
other aspects of selection (is the selection open or closed); of different aspects of
sequencing to other aspects of sequencing (is the sequencing open or closed); of
different aspects of pacing to other aspects of pacing; and different aspects of
evaluation to other aspects of evaluation; and of all of these relations with the

other relations. Don’t ask who is in control, ask whether the variable is open or
closed. Note that each relationship is altered by its relationship with the other
relationships. For example, the teacher varying the time given to the fast and
slow readers could have changed the selection of the text and made one text
simpler for the slow reader or harder for the fast reader so the same amount
could be read in the same time by both readers. The teacher could have reduced
the selected amount of reading for the slow reader so as to encourage
completion of both readers at the same time, or added another reading onto the
quicker reader’s set….or …..or…..or.
Lets work with two examples where we vary the possible openness and solidity
of the seven relationships.
Example 1
Evaluation/Evaluation —
Pacing/Pacing
—
Sequence/Sequence
—
Selection/Selection
—
Inside Specialization
––
Specialized/Specialized – –
Everyday/specialized
––

Example 2
––
––
––
––
—
—
—

Example 1
We already know that opening all three classification variables results in
working with a complex issue or theme that has multiple facets. When it comes
to themes, it is entirely possible to have a solid/closed/strong selection of a
theme; to sequence it in a strict way; to pace it tightly; and to have a set
evaluation on it. Indeed, many teachers would resonate strongly with this
septagram and say, that if you are going to go issues based, then tighten the
selection, sequencing, pacing and evaluation to assist students to work through
the real complexity of the issue at hand in a focused way, and you will have a
cracker of a lesson on your hands.
Example 2
If we tighten up the first three relationships and work with a separate
specialized subject that had all its sections clearly divided; but open out how
selection within the subject is done, of different possible sequences through the
discipline, of different students working at different paces and open evaluation
done without a specific test, what would we have? Well the fact that you are
working with a subject that is clearly demarcated means that the possible
sequential paths through it are mostly well known, so you open out possible
sequences with a confidence in being able to negotiate a way through. Because
you know what it takes to learn a specific section, you can open the pacing line
because you understand the trickiness of learning it. And as for opening out
selection in a well demarcated subject, a good teacher can start with any selected
part of the subject and open out the whole of it from inside. Finally, because the
subject is known in its entirety so well, assessment can be open and diagnostic,

with the teacher recognising from the student’s responses what is still not
understood and needs to be reworked.
Each of these examples is a beauty to behold, as are all other one hundred and
twenty eight code modalities. Hold this relationship of relationships in your
mind for a while and then imagine that each relationship is a moving one, either
growing into itself or shifting into its opposite – that the open and closed lines
are also possibly closing and opening – and then for a while, the I Chingness of
the Bernsteinian universe becomes a wonder to behold.
We are fast approaching a snapshot view of how Bernstein’s matheme opens out
in an I Ching way. We have dealt with two major aspects of Bernstein’s matheme:
+/- and C/F. Left is i/e.
Bernstein’s insight on internal and external classification and framing
relationships is, on the one hand, very simple.v Whatever melody (or medley) of
the 128 code modalities is playing inside the classroom; there is an alternative
melody (or medley) playing in the educational force field outside the classroom.
These internal and external melodies can be in harmony, counterpoint or
discordance and they certainly don’t have to be identical in order to work. We
used a Finnish example earlier to illustrate just how open the external
classification and framing of the Department of Education has become over the
last forty years. It is precisely this external openness that could allow the
teachers of a certain area to all decide to select exactly the same topic, sequence
it in one solid way, teach it all at the same time, and use the same test to check
for understanding. This possibility is not far from the empirical situation in
Finland, where the actual day to day teaching in many of its classrooms is of the
most formal and solid kind. Its an oversimplification of the actual Finnish
situation, but lets push it for illustrative purposes and say that all seven internal
classification and framing relationships are closed internally with very clear
boundaries (–––––––); but that all seven external classification and framing
relationships are open and receptive (-- -- -- -- -- -- --).
We can symbolise this particular relationship of a closed internal C/F mode set
to an open external C/F mode set in the following beautiful, if arcane, way:

Now spin each of the circles before allowing them to come to rest and start to
dream the 16 384 possibilities of a very simple Bernsteinian universe contained
in the matheme.

Then imagine each of the black and white blocks either becoming more white or
more black or shifting into its opposite and the ichingness of Bernstein has a
visual blend.
Conclusion
Imagining spinning mandala’s is all well and good, but something else happened
in the blend between the I Ching and Bernstein that allowed a strange light to fall

on Bernstein’s work. His classification and framing matheme jumps into visual
life and begins to move. The nature of both binary and boundary come into focus
and their microscopic functioning show up a different universe to what we see
and think on larger scales of thought. Framing becomes less about who is in
control of the line, more about what the line actually does, binaries lose their
exclusive either/or nature and become interconnected. The comparative tool of
Conceptual Blending that carried us through the I Ching/ Bernstein association
winks at us with fertile possibilities in terms of how boundaries rub up against
each other, opening out Bernstein’s key working concept of recontextualization
for interior analysis. But if I ask myself what Bernstein would have made of this
blend between himself and the I Ching I suspect he would have been deeply
troubled. At the heart of his astonishing conceptual combinatorial set is the
insight that hierarchy pervades pedagogy, and what the I Ching does is dissolve
hierarchy into perpetual change.
When this essay was initially conceived, I hoped to place Bernstein’s work within
two foundational traditions. The first was the I Ching, the second was the
western tradition of the ‘Great Chain of Being’, especially its neo-Plotinian
version. This would have brought out the hierarchical dimension of Bernstein’s
work more clearly, and shown how his key insight into the Pedagogic Device has
a long and venerable history within Western thought. I am telling you this in a
conclusion because this essay feels truncated to me, split between an eastern half
now lightly sketched out and a western half still flashing at me. It forces a finish
with a need still unfulfilled, with desire for completeness still lacking, but at least
with a mandala that whirls in my mind’s eye.
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We can stay with the circle image and catch all 64 possibilities in the following
way:
i

It can be initially hard to see. Take the northern line running vertically upwards
from the inner I ching symbol. It runs upwards through six white squares
(representing open lines). The southern line runs downwards through six black
squares (representing closed lines). The western line runs through two white
and four black squares and the eastern line through two black and six white
squares. What you can see, in radial form, are all 64 options visualised at the
same time for contemplation – precisely what a good mandala should do.
Conceptual Blending gives us a detailed model of how recontextualization
happens and enables an inner analysis of its functioning, helping us to get into
the base logic of the Pedagogic Device.
ii

His discussion of collection and integrated classification modalities in On the
classification and framing of educational knowledge comes close, giving seven of
iii

the eight possibilities, but you have to work hard to match the possibility of eight
classification trigrams with his analysis of English, European and American
examples, as the categories don’t quite correlate.

Similar issues arise with the attempt to work with performance and competence
modes, or when working with different classification modalities, like space,
agents, and discourses (see Hoadley 2006, p22).
Maton is also thinking through what the options are of sophisticating strong
and weak notation. See…
v On the other hand its complex, because what has effectively emerged are two of
the three spaces of the pedagogic device, with internal CF relations working
within the sphere where actual teaching, learning and assessment is done, and
external CF relations working within the way the educational bureaucracy
recontextualizes esoteric knowledge for schools. Its complex because the link up
between internal/external and evaluative field/recontextualizing field is not a
neat one, as it is possible to have internal external C/F relations purely inside a
school in the distinction between a classroom lesson and the bureaucratic
demands of the schools.
iv

